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I'm THRILLED to finally share with you my new guided Reading Level curriculum! This comprehensive managed reading block is unlike any other! Be prepared to take your managed reading group to the next level because all the planning has been done for you! All you need to make your managed reading group
successful right here at your fingertips! What is managed reading? Guided by Reading is a learning approach to reading that includes a small group of readers. Students with similar reading behavior are grouped together to read a certain level of the teacher's chosen text. The text is at the level of their educational
reading. What does that mean? This is the highest level at which the reader is not yet independent, but can still access text with few errors or error. With learning and support, the child can read the text. The teacher works to support each student with explicit learning and problem-solving reading strategies that help
students access more complex text. In addition, the teacher guides students as they read the text, encouraging them to have meaningful conversations, and use specific reading strategies. Why teaching managed reading? First, managed reading does not take up space for explicit and systematic acoustics. Rather,
managed reading gives students the opportunity to learn reading strategies that they can apply to all levels of text. Working in small groups, students receive reading instruction that focuses on their needs. They learn to apply reading strategies that help them access more complex texts. What's more, Guided Reading
also allows you to support your students, improve fluency, expand vocabulary, and work on understanding. What is A-level reading? Simply put, Level A consists of the following concepts: Readers begin to learn how printing works and to notice the connection between sounds and letters. They learn to look at the print
from left to right, match the written word with the spoken word in print, read the text with one line of print with simple words and on familiar themes, and use illustrations to fit the print. -Fountas and Pinnell Reading Level Characteristics What Skills Will Students Practice in Guided Reading Level? The level of managed
reading includes practice in these areas: The basic concept of printing Holding a book correctly Reading from left to rightDecoding with the image of cluesUsing basic words of vision Using the beginning of sounds guided by Reading Level A Sphere-Each book covers a 4-day lesson plan. Below are Lessons
Opportunities: Day 1- Preparing and PredictingDay 2- PracticingDay 3- Understanding Day 4- Freedom and Connection We Give Students the Opportunity to Read and Level text, providing support. Tracking points are used to encourage students to point fingers at every word spoken. Printing concepts are taught, and
use reading strategies to help them read A-level text. Included in the guided Reading Level A are 10 leveled books! Print these 10 books back-to-back or one page. They also come in black and white, with both untraceable points, and in Spanish. Book titles include: PetsDress UpToys, What can I do? FallYellowMy
ArtBugsMy Cat Lesson Plans are broken down into the following: Warm-up-Fast Review is active to begin lessonMini-Lesson-Managed Lesson Reading Plan, which covers vision words, decoding, reading strategies, and comprehensionAnecdotal Notes-Place to record notes and remindersWriting-up-three visions of
writing activities that pairs well with the lesson. Choose the version (s) that best suits your student (s). You can use them as part of a lesson, center rotation, homework, or work with places. Skill Activity - Three versions of skill activity that goes well with this lesson. Choose the version (s) that best suits your student (s).
You can use them as part of a lesson, center rotation, homework, or work with places. This unit also comes with edited lesson plans in case you want to change activities or customize them to better meet the needs of your students. Letter sound cards for a warm-up lesson. Below are managed reading books, sight words,
basic skills, and bonus skills included for each book. Basic skills and bonus skills will all come in 3 different levels. This means that you can differentiate your readers level A! You might very well have a few students reading at A-level - but that doesn't mean they should be in the same reading group. For example, Sarah
can score 98% accuracy at A-level, but reads very well. Slowly. As. This is. Or what if Johnny has 97% accuracy with A-level, but he can't answer the simplest question? You wouldn't want to put them in the same group as Ryan, who has both a high level of fluency and understanding at the same level. This
comprehensive reading curriculum allows you to differentiate your instructions for these students! Basic skills basic skills throughout the level remain the same, but include 3 different levels. These skills include: Creating PredictionsHistory Of Word Writing SummaryMaking Connections Bonus Skills Each book includes
activities focused on two bonus skills. You can use them for intervention, extension, homework, or a place of work. Each bonus skill includes 3 levels of differentiation. Bonus skills include: InformationAdding PeriodsReal Classification and Make BelieveUsing SpacesWriting StorySingular and pluralIdentifying Capital
LettersClassing InformationColor WordsOrdering InformationDescribing characters each level of the book comes with a running record and guided Reading Goal Tracker. This will allow you to control the control and identify areas of strength and areas in need of improvement. The goal tracker focuses on the reading
strategies included in The A. Running records and trackers will allow you to measure progress over time. Guided by Reading Strategy Posters (mini size). They also come in the form of bookmarks. Full Size Guided Reading Strategy Posters: I can keep the book correct and I can read from left to right. I can use photos
and I can read every word posters. I can use the sight of the word and I can use the beginning sounds of posters. Each book also comes with a story word (dictionary) card and the letters of sound cards. Edited lesson plans are included for each book... Sight Word and Story Word Posters are included in each book. You
can use them in self-work when students are working on their writing skills. Basic skills, like sight word practice, come in 3 different levels so that you can differentiate learning. For example, the two pages listed below are marked 4a and 4b. 4a is the easiest level of practice. Rainbow students write their words of sight. 4b
increases complexity, and studs use color code for color image. 4c is a little more challenging, and requires students to read the vision of the word, trace the sight of the word, and the color of the mind word. Do students circle the look of the word, and write a word of mind to complete each sentence. Students make
predictions about each book before reading the text. You can offer more options to write about each text with the Story Word poster. It also happens in 3 levels. Connect to text... Students write a summary of the book. There are 3 levels of writing paper to meet students at their levels. The history of Word Matching Activity
at 3 different levels of Start Sound practice on 3 different levels. Proposals at 3 different levels. Level 10a: Decipher the sentence, Level 10b: Cut and paste words missing in every sentence from the story, Level 10c: Cut and paste the sentence in order, write a sentence, and paint a picture to fit. Classification of
information at 3 different levels Opportunities for the practice of words of vision are based on words in each book. Start sentence potential with word story and view words from each book... Reading Guide: How to Organize: All lesson plans and skills are printed and put into a binder reading. If you are typing back to back,
the 1.5th link works well. I put 10 tabs in the folder. Each tab presents lesson plans and activities for that particular book. Everything is organized and ready to go! There is very little training involved in these packages. First, you want to print books to read with a guide. There are several printing options Books. You can
print a two-way color or in black and white. You can also print books with and without tracking points. Finally, the books also come in Spanish! Nothing left out! I Am I thought of everything for you! This package contains posters, word cards (dictionary) and sight cards for each unit. Everything else goes into your link.
Guided Reading made EASY and EFFECTIVE! Everything you need right at your fingertips! What do other teachers/homeschoolers say about guided reading? O.M.G. This device has everything you need and then some of them. For me, guided reading can sometimes be overwhelming because you want to make sure
that you give every child exactly what they need in that little bit of time. I'm so excited because I can accomplish everything with this resource! It's so much and I love loving running record sheets. Everything you need is there! Just print and run to your reading table with a guide!! -Elizabeth This Guided Reading Package
is seriously amazing! Annie thought about everything. It's easy to prepare and very thorough! I was a kindergarten teacher and inclusion specialist who used guided reading. Now I'm a homeschool mom and I'm so excited to use this resource with my kids! That's all we need, and more! - Tiffany I love all the Moffatt girls
products that I bought, but this is definitely my FAVORITE!!!! It has everything you need to run a successful group of managed readings. It's well worth the money spent! I'm so excited to use it this year in class and I can't wait for other levels!! Thank you for the amazing resource!! -Lauren With this resource, Annie,
you've done everything but come straight to our classes and teach! The readers are wonderful, perfect for my little English learners. Each activity is differentiated, and so easy to use! You provide everything the teacher may need to implement this program. Thank you, thank you, thank you!! -Carolyn I'm so excited about
this resource! It has everything you want in a guide reading lesson and more!! I like how there are three levels of differentiated activity included. All the work is done for me and everyone in one place. Annie even included bonus skills such as information classification/sorting and punctuation practice. -Mallory This will be
the only curriculum you need. Roots in best practice and easy to implement (and low training too!). It is different for you (yes, there are 3 choices for activities based on where the child is), it has a tracker to help you form instructions, plans, and more! -Debbie is the best guided reading program I've ever seen!! Annie has
put so much thought into this program and she adapts easily to all the kids in your class! - Daniel Daniel first little readers guided reading level a. guided science readers level a. scholastic guided science readers level a. english-spanish first little readers guided reading level a
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